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BIG Little Science Centre 
Newsletter 47  September 2004 

 
The Newsletter is compiled and edited by BIG Little Science Centre Operator, Gordon R. Gore. 

962 Sycamore Drive Kamloops BC Canada V2B 6S2 Phone (250) 579-5722 Fax (250) 579-2302  grgore@telus.net 
 

 

 
 

Science World President and CEO Comes to Visit! 
 

Science World President and CEO Bryan Tisdall (centre) came to visit the BIG Little 
Science Centre on September 1. Bryan spent two hours exploring the centre with the 
Operator and with (left to right) Director Dr. Dave McKinnon, Student Demonstrator 
Shae Cooper, Director Eric Wiebe and Demonstrator Ken Schroeder.  
 

      
 

Left: Bryan Tisdall with Shae Cooper.  Right: Eric Wiebe with Bryan Tisdall. 
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Science Fun for Your Family 
 

          
 

The 'Attractive' Spoon 
 

You Need: 1 plastic spoon, and a water tap. 
 
What to Do 
 
1. Turn on the cold water tap and adjust the flow to obtain a steady stream. 
2. Bring the convex side of a plastic spoon closer and closer to the stream of water. 
3. What happens to the spoon? 
 
Think about It 
 
What do you think causes the spoon to respond in this way? 
Turn the spoon around and repeat the experiment. 
 

 
Ehren Stillman Cartoon 
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Gravol 
by David McKinnon  PhD 

 
Gravol is a widely used anti-nausea drug used to combat post-operative nausea, vomiting, 
motion sickness, and related symptoms. Its main ingredient is a compound which goes by the 
trade name of dimenhydrinate, but which is actually a 1:1 mixture of two other compounds, 
called diphenhydramine, and 8-chlorotheophylline. Two of the many other common names for 
diphenhydramine are benadryl and dramamine. I won't inflict the correct chemical name on 
you but the chemical formula is below.  
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Actually, in the body, the diphenhydramine is metabolized into an active metabolite 
called nordiphenhydramine, and further metabolism breaks down the drug quite extensively. 
                        

Diphenhydramine is an antihistamine, and is a common constituent of over-the-counter 
medications for hay fever and sinus medications. The other component, 8-chlorotheophylline, 
appears, as far as I am able to find, to have no effects other than forming a 1:1 compound with 
the diphenhydramine. 
 

The drug works by blocking the effect of histamine at receptor sites, and thus reduces 
smooth muscle contraction and constriction of various ducts and vessels in the body. Thus it is 
also useful against hives, stuffy noses, motion sickness and insect stings. It also has sedative 
effects and can induce sleepiness, so is also found in some over-the-counter sleeping pills. 
Unfortunately along with that goes an inhibition of mucous secretions, so that you wake up with 
a dry mouth, and less commonly, confusion, dizziness and irritability. Sometimes it can cause an 
irregular heartbeat. It can impair reaction times, so driving is not a good idea. 
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To counteract the sleep causing effect, caffeine is included in some preparations. 
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The New Science Centre is Ready for Visitors 
 

  
 

Above: The Michael Faraday Room (Hands-on Room #1) 
 
 

 
 

The Ernest Rutherford Room (Hands-on Room #2) 
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The new Demonstration Room seats up to 50 visitors, although normal capacity will be 40. 'Room 13' is 
now called the Albert Einstein Room. All four rooms are named after famous scientists. The standard 
demonstration for this room is Light and Colour. The science-teaching laboratory (Isaac Newton 
Room) can also be used for special demonstrations in other areas of science. There are two hands-on 
rooms now. One is called the Ernest Rutherford Room and the other is called the Michael Faraday 
Room. A fifth room is currently being used for storage. (Its temporary name is the Homer Simpson 
Room. When it is made into an office for the BIG Little Science Centre Society it will become the John 
Dalton Room.) 
 

With more rooms, there is a need for more volunteers to help out when we have 
visitors. We are always looking for expert help from science-trained adults, and 
we hope to have more student volunteers this year as well. 

 

 
 

Science Teaching Laboratory (Isaac Newton Room) 
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Action at the BIG Little Science Centre This Summer 
 

        
 

Stefan Tavares (Grade 11, Surrey) tests his torque (left) while his brother Brody Tavares 
(Grade 12, Surrey) tries out the magnetic pendulum at the BIG Little Science Centre. 

 

 
 

Robyn Dodd and her sister Leah Dodd (Prince George) 
test their strength against the repelling magnets. 
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Top: Taylor Dodd from Prince 
George holds a strong magnet near 
the screen of an old computer at the 
BIG Little Science Centre. (Don't 
try this at home! This is an outdated 
computer.) 
 
Right: Jonah Tavares of Surrey 
experiments with pendulums of 
different length. 
 
 
Most of our visitors are from the 
Kamloops area, but this summer the 
Operator entertained some relatives 
visiting from other parts of the 
province. This group spent about 90 
minutes in the new Centre, and 
would have stayed longer if they did 
not have to continue their travels. 
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Who Are Our Directors and Adult Demonstrators? 
 

(Each issue of the newsletter will feature one director or demonstrator.) 
 

 
 

1. This issue features:  Dr. Dave McKinnon 
2. When did you first become involved with the BLScC?   Fall 2002 
3. Why did you become involved with the BLScC?  I was extremely impressed with the offerings 
and demonstrations I saw at an Open House, and wanted to contribute to what I felt was a very 
worthwhile project for both the education of students and the general public, which also had 
potential for the economic development of Kamloops.  
4. What is your main role as a director or demonstrator? My main current role is solicitation for 
funds, but I would prefer to be more involved with actual demonstrations and construction of  
displays etc. 
5. Do you intend to continue as a director and/or demonstrator? Yes  
6. What do you enjoy most about your involvement with BLScC? Speaking and interacting with 
people with science backgrounds. The adrenaline surge when giving demonstrations is also good. 
7. What is your regular ('real') job?  Retired. 
8. If retired, what was your regular 'real' job/profession? Professor of Chemistry (organic 
chemistry) at the University of Manitoba from 1965-2001.As well as teaching I maintained a 
research program (mainly in sulfur heterocycles). I have approx 70 publications, and wrote three 
book chapters and two reviews. 
9. What is your science background? 1960: B.Sc (Hons) in Chemistry; 1963: Ph.D, both degrees 
from Edinburgh University. 1963-65: Post-doctoral fellow at Dalhousie University. 
10. What special background/skills/knowledge have you used to help the BLScC? 
I can do all general handyman stuff such as carpentry, cabinet building, soldering, glazing, 
painting, dry walling, plumbing etc. but so far have only done some rough carpentry for the 
BLSC. I also write short scientific articles on topical and pertinent subjects for the BLSC 
newsletter. 
11. What is in your crystal ball regarding the BLScC  5 years from now? Most of all I would like 
to see us having our own premises, with one or two permanent staff and be self-sufficient and not 
dependent on anyone's handouts (FOND HOPE!). 
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Join the  BIG Little Science Centre Society! 
 

Fill out this form and mail it and your check for $20  
(made out to BIG Little Science Centre Society) to  

BIG Little Science Centre Society, 
c/o 962 Sicamore Drive, 
Kamloops, BC V2B 6S2. 

 
You will be placed on the membership list and receive our newsletter. 

 
  _____  I wish to become a NEW MEMBER of the BIG Little Science Centre Society. 
 
  _____  I wish to RENEW MY MEMBERSHIP in the BIG Little Science Centre Society. 
 
 ______ I wish to make an ADDITIONAL DONATION of  $_______, for which I shall receive  
 an income tax receipt for my charitable contribution to the society. 
 
Name _______________________________________ Phone________________________ 
 
Address __________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________Postal Code __ __ __ __ __ __ 
 

E-mail Address <         > 
                            

Fax _____________________________   Date__________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 

Next BIG Little Science Centre Society Meeting 
Thursday September 9, 7:00 PM in the Isaac Newton Room  

at David Thompson Elementary School. 
 
 
 

I Need Feedback about This Newsletter 
 

What features do you enjoy in the Newsletter? What columns do you never read? Do you have 
suggestions for new content? Would you like to contribute an article? Please drop the editor a 
line at: Gordon Gore, 962 Sycamore Drive, Kamloops, BC V2B 6S2. You can fax the editor at 
(250) 579 2302 or send e-mail to <grgore@telus.net>. 
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Thank You! 
 

The BIG Little Science Centre Society would like to acknowledge a recent 
generous donation by Windsor Plywood. Windsor Plywood kindly donated 
materials to help build a wheeled, lockable cabinet for out audio system, which 
will soon be stored properly and 'rolled out' to the gymnasium when we have 
special presentations such as an Open House for the community or our big year-
end science show for David Thompson Elementary School. 
 

 
 

 A special Thank You to Mike Koehn of Geeks2Go, who has donated an 
iMac computer to the BIG Little Science Centre, and promised to help out with 
any computer problems we might have at the Centre. 
 

Thank you also to Dr. Roland Cobb for a generous cash donation to the 
BIG Little Science Centre. Dr. Cobb is a retired physics and astronomy 
instructor who taught for many years at University College of the Cariboo. 

 


